. Original "Interaction Detection Methods" and methods re-assignment for the analysis. The detection interaction methods that we removed because 'generic' are highlighted in gray. Table S2 . g:Profiler enrichment and semantic classes organization for the enrichment of the entire FTD-PN against the "all genome reference dataset" and the "brain-only reference dataset". Semantic classes reported in pink are present in the "all genome" analysis but not in the "brain-only" analysis. Semantic classes reported in blue are present in the "brain-only" but not in the "all genome" analysis. Table S3 . g:Profiler enrichment and semantic classes organization for the enrichment of the entire FTD-PN against the "all genome reference dataset" and the "brain-only reference dataset". Semantic classes reported in pink are present in the "all genome" analysis but not in the "brain-only" analysis. Semantic classes reported in blue are present in the "brain-only" but not in the "all genome" analysis. The per-mil of enrichment is calculated referring to the total amount of enriched terms and is color-coded in red. Missing semantic classes are highlighted in pink. Table S5 . Comparison between the enrichment of the FTD-PN-IIH connecting over 8 interactomes (29 nodes) and the Albinism network (79 nodes). The per-mil of enrichment is calculated referring to the total amount of enriched terms and is color-coded in red.
S2
Overlapping semantic classes are highlighted in pink. Semantic classes exclusive to albinism are highlighted in blue and the specific GO-BP terms are listed at the bottom of the table. 
S3
connected directly to the seeds (highlighted in blue). As in the latter case the IIH would not be a "seed" for any interactome, the nodes highlighted in purple are absent. 
